
      

I promise to pay or will make arrangements for payment upon  proof of underlying  liability  by 
properly and proceedurally correct CERTIFICATE OF ASSESSMENT  signed under penalty of perjury.

I demand an PERSON TO PERSON  audit 

I DON’T AGREE  AT ALL

I am returning your frivolous notice because it is anonymous  
and unsigned, unveryfied and I can’t rely up on anonymous  
and bogus notices even if they purport  to be sent from  a government 
agency

FAA  PUERTO-RICO

FAA

CERTIFIED MAIL 7018 1830 0001 2982 3489

RESPONSE DATE: 12,12,2018 

Elias Agredo

Elias Agredo



I DON’T AGREE WITH ANY CHANGES
Although I don’t agree with the changes I won’t 
call because  the agents are despotic and  
very ignorant,don’t know the laws and  
annoyingly arrogant by nature.

HOW CONVENIENT!!



  

        
     

        
         
         

       
        

        
      

  

       
        

        
    

27 CFR Parts 24, 25, 70

and who is talking about disregarding the 
rules or regulations? have you ever read any? 
do you even know what regulations govern the 
statutes you are mentioning? do you even know 
who has authority to speak about them? 
certainly no one withing you agency, ONLY ATF 
agents.

By this section you are revealing your 
dysfunctional brain’s activity, First you 
claimed that you had audited an alleged tax
return, but here you are trying to imply a 
failure to file the tax return that you audited, 
this also justifies my unwillingness to call 
your equally brain damaged co-parasites. I 
don’t even understand why am I wasting my 
computer’s momory and resources on responding 
to your NON-SENSE.



I would like you to reconsider all alleged penalties. 
 
None of the penalties can lawfully apply because 
the underlying liability has not been stablished. 
 
I have for 7 years been sending you supporting 
documentation for everyone of my points but now  
all that evidence is goin to have to be used to support 
my criminal complaint With the FBI  before going 
to the Courts just to follow every step required from 
me to be successful.

27 CFR part 70. Read it if you can



          
         

         
           
  

Why would I waste my time reading your mis-leading 
publications when I am adviced by many Court 
decisions that IRS publications are not reliable 
and that such information can not be used to support 
any position?  

Of-course



Please explain to me how I am liable and by what Statute

            
     

Sending me threatening letters in response to my Qs is not 
understandable and does not inform me

I don’t understand the legality of the alleged tax charged

Apparently IRS employees are not trained on taking 
objections

This is perhaps the most pathetic point since no such thing 
as INDEPENDENT FORUM exist.

Of course not while in the united states



I have requested this 100 times


